
Ski-Doo 850 Turbo BOV Installation

We recommend this kit be installed with the TB’s off to catch debris, but if cut correctly 
no debris should fall past the TB, The debris is only rubber and is not harmful to the 
engine if rubber dust enters the intake. If you are not comfortable with doing this we 
recommend having your mechanic perform the installation.

This port has been pressure tested to 100psi, it will never fall out and the lower ring is 
built to lock into the rubber, no it will not leak as the rubber provides an extremely tight 
seal on the stainless port.

The below instructions are for installation with the throttle bodies ON the machine still.

#1 Marked in the below image is the general area you will be installing the RPM boost reference 
port.

#2 Using a 7/32” drill bit you will heat the tip until hot ( cherry hot specifically), quickly while still
hot push against the rubber and slowly twist. As soon as the drill bit penetrates the rubber you
will thread inward, then pull back and allow the drill bit to cut the rubber and extract it at the
same time leaving no debris behind.



#3 Now that you have a clean hole you can install the RPM Boost Reference Port. We
recommend applying soapy water to the tip that will go into the rubber. Using a 12” socket
extension and a 7mm extension you can place the port into the hole created in the intake. Firmly
push down and the port will push and lock into the rubber intake.





#4 At this time you can connect the boost reference hose to the boost reference port. You will
begin to route the hose upward the same as pictured. It is important that this hose is clear of the
jack shaft and secondary clutch. Using the supplied zip ties this is easily achieved.

#5 Now that the boost reference hose is routed to the BOV you can cut off any excess hose
leaving plentiful slack to prevent any possibility of the hose kinking. Plug the hose into the top of
the BOV port.



#6 Make sure the bov is pointed at a downward angle towards your left knee.

Keep in mind the Ski-Doo 850’s do not make a lot of boost, & the engine noise is
significant, so although you may not hear the BOV, it IS working and doing its job.


